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We examine and compare near-forward light scattering that is caused by turbulence and typical partic-
ulate assemblages in the ocean. The near-forward scattering by particles was calculated using Mie
theory for homogeneous spheres and particle size distributions representative of natural assemblages in
the ocean. Direct numerical simulations of a passive scalar with Prandtl number 7 mixed by homoge-
neous turbulence were used to represent temperature fluctuations and resulting inhomogeneities in the
refractive index of water. Light scattering on the simulated turbulent flow was calculated using the
geometrical-optics approximation. We found that the smallest temperature scales contribute the most
to scattering, and that scattering on turbulence typically dominates over scattering on particles for small
angles as large as 0.1°. The scattering angle deviation that is due to turbulence for a light beam
propagating over a 0.25-m path length in the oceanic water can be as large as 0.1°. In addition, we
carried out a preliminary laboratory experiment that illustrates the differences in the near-forward
scattering on refractive-index inhomogeneities and particles. © 1998 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

The passage of an electromagnetic beam through a
turbulent medium results in a change of light velocity
which in turn causes distortion in intensity and
phase of the beam. We refer to any process through
which the path of an individual photon is changed as
scattering. In realistic seawater the light beam
scattered into near-forward directions originates
either from interaction with refractive-index inhomo-
geneities of water or particles ~molecular near-
forward scattering is usually negligible!. Oceanic
measurements of small-angle scattering1 show that
the volume-scattering function exhibits a sharp peak
that is orders of magnitude greater than that ob-
tained from either the laboratory measurements of
Spinrad et al.2 or the Mie-type calculations for non-
turbulent conditions.3 This effect, i.e., peaking of
the volume-scattering function at small angles, has
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been attributed to scattering by turbulence-induced
inhomogeneities in the refractive index of seawater
~hereafter IRI!.4 The enhanced near-forward scat-
tered energy can be explained simply by considering
that the smallest scales of turbulence, the tempera-
ture inhomogeneities of scales of 1 mm, are respon-
sible for light scattering. One of the main goals of
this study is to verify this conjecture. The optical
oceanography community has long acknowledged the
effect of turbulence on light propagation in the
ocean.5–8 However, the importance of turbulence for
optical measurements remains controversial. This
controversy is in large part due to the required com-
plexity of the instrument technology and its under-
water use. Reliable experimental studies of the
propagation of light in turbulent media are sparse,9,10

partly because of the difficulty of making of angular
measurements of scattered light in the presence of
the unscattered light beam.

Even a numerical approach has been impeded be-
cause computers have been unable to accurately re-
solve details of turbulent flow with passive scalars
such as temperature in the ocean where smaller
scales than the velocity scales must be addressed. It
is now possible to carry out numerical simulations,
although they require hours of computation time on a
supercomputer.11 By contrast, the role of particles
in the propagation of light in the ocean has received
much attention. This is partly because phytoplank-
ton, especially in the open ocean, are largely respon-
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sible for the variability in the scattering and
absorption properties.12,13

The aim of this research is to compare the proper-
ties of the near-forward scattering on suspended
particles and refractive-index inhomogeneities asso-
ciated with temperature field under typical oceanic
conditions. We first review the near-forward scat-
tering on particles, then address sources of the inho-
mogeneities in the refractive index of seawater and
calculate associated scattering on turbulence, and
then we compare these results with particulate scat-
tering. We also demonstrate the effects of near-
forward scattering on particles and turbulence
through laboratory experiment.

2. Modeling of Light Scattering by Particles

Before embarking on a discussion of our approach to
model light scattering by marine particles, we first
define the volume-scattering function ~VSF!, the ma-
jor optical property that we use in this paper. The
VSF describes the angular distribution of scattered
radiation as the scattered radiant intensity dI~a! in a
direction a per unit scattering volume dV divided by
the incident irradiance E0

14:

b~a! 5
dI~a!

E0 dV
. (1)

The associated total scattering coefficient b de-
scribes how much light has been scattered in all di-
rections from the incident plane wave beam; it is
defined as

b 5 2p *
0

p

b~a!sin~a!da. (2)

The VSF and b are considered inherent optical
properties. Following Preisendorfer,15 these are
properties whose magnitudes depend only on the sub-
stances present in the water and are independent of
the geometric structure of the various light fields that
may pervade it. The superposition principle applies
to all inherent optical properties, and in the case of
the VSF it implies that, if several substances are
present in the medium, the global VSF results from
the sum of the contributions from all constituents ~as
long as the single-scattering assumption is fulfilled!.
This allows us to calculate a total VSF in the case
when the particulate ensemble is made up of parti-
cles of various size categories. In general, scattering
by spherical particles can be calculated exactly from
Mie theory.16 The parameters in this theory are the
refractive index and particle diameter scaled by light
wavelength.

Our purpose now is to obtain reasonable estimates
of the magnitude of the VSF in the near-forward
directions associated with typical assemblages of ma-
rine particles by use of Mie-scattering calculations.
We restricted these calculations to a single-light
wavelength of 550 nm. This assumption is sufficient
for our purposes because such calculations provide us
with an approximate magnitude of the VSF that can
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be expected to occur over the entire visible spectral
region.

The starting point for the Mie calculations is the
generation of a hypothetical size distribution of ma-
rine particles and the selection of the value of the
refractive index of particles. For the refractive in-
dex we assumed that particles are nonabsorbing,
thus the imaginary part of the refractive index is
zero. This is because absorption has a compara-
tively small effect on near-forward scattering, and
most marine particles exhibit weak absorption in the
green spectral region.17 The addition of absorption
would reduce the magnitude of the VSF, and we are
not interested in obtaining conservative estimates of
particulate VSF. On the contrary, for the purposes
of comparison with turbulence-induced scattering,
we are interested in estimates of near-forward par-
ticulate VSF that represent approximately the upper-
limit values for typical assemblages of marine
particles or even slight overestimates of this limit.
The real part of the refractive index of marine parti-
cles can cover a fairly broad range, with living micro-
organisms typically characterized by a low index and
the mineral particles by a high index.17 We there-
fore made calculations for two hypothetical assem-
blages of particles: one with a low value for the real
part of the refractive index of 1.04 ~relative to seawa-
ter! and the other with a high index of 1.18. How-
ever, the scattering at very small angles, not larger
than O~1°!, depends only on the size of particle be-
cause it is nearly equivalent to diffraction by aper-
tures of identical diameter.18 Therefore the choice of
refractive index is not critical for our present purpose
of calculating the particulate VSF at very small an-
gles.

To construct the particle size distribution ~PSD! we
used some major features from measurements of oce-
anic particles. Numerous particle size measure-
ments with a Coulter counter showed that, for
particle diameters D greater than approximately 1
mm, the distribution can be approximated by a power
function with a slope being a negative number.19,20

It was also found that the segmented description is
often required to obtain the best fit to the Coulter
counter data over the broad range of particle diame-
ters extending to several tens of micrometers or so.
Typically, the slopes are steeper for larger particles
and less steep in the small size range. However, if a
single value of the slope were to be chosen as the most
typical one for the differential PSD, it would be 24.
We therefore assumed such a value for the PSD used
in our Mie calculations. Because large particles are
known to have significant contribution to near-
forward light scattering, we assumed that our PSD
covers the diameter range as high as 1000 mm. The
lower size cutoff was taken as 0.05 mm.

In addition to the slope, the power-law description
of the PSD involves a second parameter that is re-
lated to the concentration of particles. Based on
data collected on the Bahama Banks by Gordon,19 we
assumed that the cumulative concentration of parti-
cles greater than 1 mm in diameter is 7 3 1010 m23.



Accordingly, the cumulative form of our PSD is N 5
7 3 1010 D23 particles 3 m23 and the differential
form is dNydD 5 2.1 3 1011 D24 particles 3 m23

mm21 ~Fig. 1!. We note that this PSD represents a
fairly high concentration of particles in seawater.
Typical cumulative concentrations of particles with
D $ 1 mm in the upper layers of the Sargasso Sea is
4- to 20-fold less than the values assumed above.19

In more turbid Baltic waters, the average value for
such concentration estimated from size distributions
measured by Jonasz21 is approximately 4.5 3 1010

particles 3 m23 with the standard deviation being as
high as the average concentration.

To obtain the VSF representing our hypothetical
PSD, we first divided the size distribution into 41 size
classes and calculated the VSF associated with each
size class separately. The Mie-scattering code was
taken from Bohren and Huffman,16 and the midpoint
diameters of the size classes were used as input in
these calculations. The resultant VSF was obtained
as the sum of contributions from all size classes. As
already mentioned, the calculations were made for l
5 550 nm for particles with low refractive index and
high refractive index. The results for scattering an-
gles as high as 10° are presented in Fig. 2. As can be
seen, the particulate VSF exhibits the typical prop-
erties as experimentally obtained by Spinrad et al.,2
namely the flat plateau for angles smaller than 1022

to 1021 deg and a decrease at larger angles. The
magnitude of the VSF in the plateau is approximately
850 sr21 m21 for the entire particle population ~D
from 0.05 to 1000 mm!. Note that the major contri-
bution to this magnitude, approximately 90%, comes
from large particles in the size range 100–1000 mm.
Had we used the upper size cutoff of 100 mm instead
of 1000 mm in our PSD, the estimated VSF values
would have been approximately 10 times lower. We
also note that the VSF curves for low-index and high-
index particles are practically indistinguishable from
each other for very small angles in the plateau region.

Fig. 1. Differential size distribution of oceanic particles used in
our Mie-scattering calculations.
We can see that the refractive index begins to have an
effect on the VSF for angles only greater than 1°.

Because the effect of refractive index is important
for larger scattering angles, it is reflected in the val-
ues of the total scattering coefficient b. For our hy-
pothetical assemblage of low-index particles, the
calculated value of b is 0.24 m21, and for the assem-
blage of high-index particles b 5 1.079 m21. ~Note
that under our assumption of no absorption, the scat-
tering coefficient is equivalent to the beam attenua-
tion coefficient.! Unlike the VSF at very small
angles, the total scattering coefficient is almost en-
tirely due to particles #100 mm; the contribution
made by particles with D between 100 and 1000 mm
is only 0.3 to 1.5% for high-index and low-index as-
semblages, respectively.

Our estimates of the near-forward VSF are ex-
pected to be close to the upper limit of the typical
range for oceanic particles. This expectation is fur-
ther justified by the fact that our PSD includes a
comparatively high proportion of large-sized particles
because, in reality, the slopes of size distribution may
be steeper than 24 for large particles. However, it
is also true that in very turbid coastal waters the
particle concentrations, and the corresponding VSF,
may still be higher than those described above.

3. Modeling of Light Scattering on Turbulence

A. Inhomogeneities in the Refractive Index

The real part of the refractive index of seawater var-
ies with changes of temperature, salinity, and pres-
sure; changes in the imaginary part of the refractive
index of water are negligibly small compared with
those of the real part.22 The effect of pressure can be
neglected for spatial scales of the order of a meter or
smaller. The variance of the IRI ~assuming that sa-
linity and temperature fields are not correlated! can
be expressed as the sum of the variance associated

Fig. 2. Results of Mie-scattering calculations of near-forward
VSF for the particle size distribution shown in Fig. 1. The VSF
representing two upper size limits and two refractive indices are
included.
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with temperature and salinity: ~n2!1y2 5 ~nT
2!1y2 1

~nS
2!1y2, where ~ ! denotes spatial averaging, n is the

refractive index, and nT and nS are the contributions
of temperature and salinity, respectively. For ex-
ample, analysis of data from the Oregon coastal re-
gion shows that variance of the refractive index that
is due to temperature is much larger than that due to
salinity.23 Consequently, only temperature-induced
IRI are considered in this study and hereafter n 5 nT.
However, the results from this research are general
and can be easily rescaled to the salinity-dominated
regime of IRI.

B. Basic Equations

Turbulent inhomogeneities in the ocean are a source
of light scattering. In general, full Maxwell equa-
tions describe the propagation of light in a turbulent
medium. However, the time scale of light propaga-
tion is much less than the time scale of turbulence,
and the light wavelength l is much less than the
length scale h of the smallest turbulent inhomogene-
ities, l ,, h. In such situations the magnetic per-
meability of water and the effect of depolarization are
negligible whereas the dielectric constant ~refractive
index! is assumed to be time independent. These
assumptions allow one to reduce the full Maxwell
equations to a scalar equation ~Helmholtz equation!:

~¹2 1 k2!E 5 22k2n~r!E, (3)

where E is any of the Cartesian components of the
electric-field vector E, k is the light wave number, k 5
2pyl, and n~r! is the deviation of the local refractive
index from its mean value. A transformation

E~x, y, z! 5 c~x, y, z!exp~ikz! (4)

and the assumption l ,, h allow one to simplify Eq.
~3! to the parabolic ~diffusionlike! Helmholtz equa-
tion24:

2ik
]c

]z
1 ¹T

2c 1 2k2nc 5 0, (5)

where the complex function c represents the phase
and amplitude of light propagating in the z direction
and ¹T

2 is the transverse Laplacian operator ¹T
2 5

]2y]x 1 ]2y]y.
Several approximation techniques have been de-

veloped for this equation.25 We solved this equation
numerically without any approximations and with
the geometrical-optics approximation.26 The latter
approximation simplifies Eq. ~5! if we are interested
in propagation over short distances. If the distance
of propagation L ~in our calculations 0.25 m! obeys
inequality ~Ll!1y2 ,, h, where h is the scale of small-
est temperature structure of the flow @typically of
O~mm!#, and diffraction effects are neglected, the
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transverse Laplacian operator can be omitted and Eq.
~5! can be solved analytically24:

c~x, y, z! 5 A0~p!expFik *
0

z

n~x, y, z9!dz9G , z # L,

(6)

where A0 is the initial value of c~x, y, z 5 0! at z 5 0
and p 5 ~x, y!. This solution constitutes the first-
order geometrical-optics approximation.24 Because
the second derivatives are neglected in this approxi-
mation, only changes in phase can be calculated.

The surface of the constant phase is given by

G~p! 5 *
0

L

n~x, y, z!dz (7)

at the distance z 5 L. The vector normal to G~p! is

N 5 F]G

]x
,

]G

]y
, 1G (8)

and is parallel to the scattered ray direction.
The geometrical-optics approximation @Eq. ~6!#

used in this research was validated for the investi-
gated range of distances and turbulent flows by use of
the numerical solutions of the full Eq. ~5!.26

The light phase can be obtained with Eqs. ~6! and
~7! if the spatial distribution of the refractive index
inside the investigated volume is known. Because
there is a simple relation between temperature and
refractive index,27 the accurate spatial distribution of
the temperature field in the turbulent medium is
required.

Most geophysical flows usually have a large range
of scales that depend on the Reynolds number of the
flow. For example, an oceanic eddy presents tem-
perature variability on scales ranging from O~10 m!
to 1 mm. The relative contribution from different
scales of the flow to the light scattering depends on
the temperature variance spectrum ~in the Fourier
sense! Eu~k! ~three-dimensional spectrum of temper-
ature fluctuations!, where k is the wave number.
The physical interpretation of Eu~k! is that tempera-
ture variance for scales between k and k 1 dk is
proportional to Eudk. In general the spectrum Eu~k!
depends parametrically on molecular properties, the
kinematic viscosity n, and diffusivity D, as well as on
the kinetic energy dissipation rate e and the temper-
ature variance dissipation rate x. Both e and x can
be measured in the ocean.28 The rate of dissipation
of turbulent kinetic energy e determines the size of
the smallest temperature structures through the
Batchelor length scale hB 5 ~nD2ye!.4 From an op-
tical perspective x~x } *0

` Euk
2dk! has the following

interpretation: Larger values correspond to stron-
ger temperature gradients across the smallest tem-
perature structure of the flow. This situation is
pictorially represented in Fig. 3. Therefore, for fixed
molecular properties, the optical properties of a tur-
bulent homogeneous and isotropic flow are character-
ized by two parameters: x, which expresses the



strength of the temperature gradient, and e, which is
inversely proportional to the size of the smallest flow
structures. Typically, x ranges from 1022 °C2ys a
few meters below the surface29 to 10210 °C2ys in the
midwater column.30 For e the range is from 1024

m2ys3 in a fairly energetic upper layer to 10210 m2ys3

in the midwater column.31

Typical values and the vertical distribution of x
and e for the midpart of the water column is shown in
Fig. 4. The observed values of x versus e are not well
correlated. This is shown on the scatterplot of x
versus e in Fig. 5 for this vertical profile.

From the geometry of the problem ~Fig. 6! and
within the geometrical-optics approximation, the
scattering angle a is

tan~a! 5 ~ax
2 1 ay

2!1y2, (9)

where

ax 5
]G~p!

]x
; ay 5

]G~p!

]y
. (10)

In the limit of small angles of near-forward angle
scattering,

a2 . ~ax
2 1 ay

2!. (11)

Fig. 3. Optical interpretation of the turbulent parameters x and e.

Fig. 4. Profiles of e, x, temperature, and salinity from the Oregon
coast ~courtesy of J. Moum23!.
Average value ^ax
2& is

^ax
2& 5 lim

Dx30

^@G~p1! 2 G~p2!#
2&

Dx2 . (12)

Rytov et al.32 show that, for isotropic fields,

^@G~p1! 2 G~p2!#
2& } L *

0

`

Fnn~k!@1 2 J0~kp!#dk, (13)

where Fnn~k! is the spectrum of the index of refrac-
tion n proportional to Eu~k!y~4pk2!, p 5 up1 2 p2u, and
J0 is the Bessel function.

Fig. 5. Scatterplot of the observed e versus x in the data set from
Fig. 4 ~courtesy of J. Moum23!.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram underlying calculations of turbulence-
induced light scattering.
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The above formulas lead to the result for the mean
variance of the scattering angle ^a2&:

^a2& } L *
0

`

Eu~k!kdk. (14)

Because the function Eu is always positive and so is
k, the contributions from different scales to ^a2& can
be added to obtain the total variance of the mean
scattering angle. Relation ~14! implies that the vari-
ance of scattering angle for light propagated over
distance L will depend most strongly on those scales
for which the integrand kEu~k! is the largest.

Following Kolmogorov’s local isotropy hypothesis,
Obukhov33 and Corrsin34 predicted that scalar vari-
ance spectra at high Reynolds numbers ~large scales!
will have a k25y3 inertial subrange. The behavior of
the variance spectra for larger wave numbers ~small-
er scales! depends on the Prandtl number Pr 5 nyD.
In oceanographic applications, temperature and sa-
linity are important scalars and both have Pr . 1.
The case of Pr .. 1 was investigated theoretically by
Kraichnan35 who proposed the following scalar spec-
trum in the viscous-convective range36:

Eu~khB!

x~nye!1y2hB
5 q~khB!21

3 @1 1 ~6q!1y2khB#exp@2~6q!1y2khB#, (15)

where hB 5 1ykB is the Batchelor length scale and the
universal constant q was found to be 5.26.11 This is
in agreement with results of Hill.37

By use of the standard value of the Corrsin–
Obukhov constant, CCO 5 0.5, and the Prandtl num-
ber for temperature in water, Pr 5 7, the inertial
range curve intersects the Kraichnan curve at khB 5
0.011. To estimate relation ~14! we use a composite
model of the spectrum consisting of the inertial range
curve for k , 0.011kB, the Batchelor k21 curve for
0.011kB , k , kB, and the exponential falloff for k .
kB. The quantity kEu~k! is schematically repre-
sented in Fig. 7.

The integrated contribution of the large flow scales
~marked on the figure as area I! to ^a2& does not
exceed 8% of that associated with small scales, i.e.,

Fig. 7. Value of kEu~k! for different scales of the flow. The phys-
ical scale is inversely proportional to k. Area I roughly marks the
contribution to the scattering from the large-scale structures @less
than 8% as calculated from Eq. ~15!#. Area II denotes the contri-
bution from the smallest, and most effective in scattering, scales.
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scales smaller than 100 hB. It means that, for the
simplest homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, the
light beam experiences the effects of broadening and
steering mostly on the smallest details of the temper-
ature field. This also implies that the results pre-
sented here for light scattering on homogeneous and
isotropic flows are universal in a sense that they are
independent of the large-scale details of the flow.

C. Numerical Simulation of Light Scattering on Turbulent
Flow

A spatial distribution of temperature in turbulent
water was obtained by simulating numerically full
Navier–Stokes equation with the passive scalar with
Prandtl numbers of 3, 5, and 7.11 The flow was as-
sumed to be contained in a cube, and periodic bound-
ary conditions in all three spatial directions were
imposed on the independent variables. The domain
was discretized in physical space by use of 240 uni-
formly spaced grid points in each Cartesian direction,
resulting in the maximum resolution of 2403 modes.
The low wave-number modes for both velocity and
temperature were forced. Calculations were carried
out on the Cray C-90. It was demonstrated that all
flows containing temperature as a passive scalar re-
sulted in a universal self-similar distribution of the
temperature variance field Eu at small scales de-
scribed well by the Kraichnan formula in Eq. ~15!.
Thus the numerical simulations capture scales that,
according to previous estimates, are responsible for
light scattering on turbulence.

Our numerical experiment to propagate light
through the simulated turbulent flow is as follows.
First, as suggested in Ref. 11, we scale the strength of
temperature fluctuations in the simulations T~x, y, z!
to prescribed values of x and e and then convert it into
a spatial distribution of the refractive index n~x, y, z!.
Subsequently we illuminate the computational vol-
ume with a plane-parallel wave by assigning a con-
stant value to the function c~x, y, z 5 0!. Because
we illuminate our computational volume ~2403 size!
with a plane-parallel wave, the phase and amplitude
of the light is the same throughout the entrance
plane. We then use Eq. ~6! @or Eq. ~5! for verifica-
tion# to calculate the resultant c~x, y! on the exit side
of the computational volume. The value taken by
the exponent of Eq. ~6! at each ~x, y! position de-
scribes how the initially plane-parallel wave front
has been distorted by passage through the tempera-
ture inhomogeneities of the computational volume.
This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.

Because the exit surface has 2402 different pixel
elements ~of different N!, our resolution is limited to
this number when determining the VSF. The final
calculation of the VSF is done in a straightforward
manner from Eq. ~1!. The calculated VSF for vari-
ous possible x and e in the ocean are presented in Fig.
8. Here we note that the VSF for any given x and e
can be approximated by a Gaussian function, deter-
mined by flow-dependent parameters:

VSF~e, x, a! 5 V0~e, x!exp$2@aya0~e, x!#2%, (16)



where V0 describes the maximum value of VSF at a 5
0 and a0 is the half-width.

The scattering angle standard deviation ~^a2&!1y2 is
given in Table 1. The value of the scattering angle
standard deviation depends on the propagation dis-
tance, so we use a constant optical path of 0.25 m.
To obtain ~^a2&!1y2 for longer propagation distances L
~within range L where ~Ll!1y2 ,, h!, the following
formula @derived from relation ~14!# can be used:

~^a2&!1y2~L, x, e! 5 C0.25~x, e!~LyL0!
1y2, (17)

where L0 in the case of our simulations is 0.25 m and
C0.25~x, e! is the scattering angle deviation associated
with this propagation distance. The values of V0, a0,
and C0.25~x, e! were calculated for different flow con-
ditions and are listed in Table 1.

4. Comparison of Volume-Scattering Function for
Particles and Turbulence

The VSF corresponding to particles obtained earlier
can be compared with the VSF corresponding to tur-
bulence in the ocean. From Table 1 we can see that
the turbulent flow scatters light most when x is large
and e is low. Using the higher-limit values of x, we
estimated the VSF for a range of x from 1022 to
1025 °C2ys and for constant e 5 1029 m2ys3, which is

Fig. 8. Simulated VSF for a range of turbulent flows in the ocean,
for varying x and constant e as indicated. The particulate VSF is
shown for comparison ~solid curve!.

Table 1. Volume-Scattering Function ~V0, a0! and the Standard
Deviation of the Scattering Angle ~^a2&!1y2

Log10 e Log10 x V0 a0 ~deg! C0.25~x, e! ~rad!

210 22 2 3 103 1.1 3 1021 1023

210 24 2 3 105 1.1 3 1022 1024

210 26 2 3 107 1.1 3 1023 1025

28 22 2 3 105 5 3 1022 5 3 1024

28 24 2 3 107 5 3 1023 5 3 1025

28 26 2 3 109 5 3 1024 5 3 1026

26 22 2 3 106 1.1 3 1022 2.5 3 1024

26 24 2 3 108 1.1 3 1023 2.5 3 1025

26 26 2 3 1010 1.1 3 1024 2.5 3 1026
likely to be encountered in the coastal region or in the
open ocean ~Fig. 8!. For comparison, the particulate
VSF is also plotted. It can be clearly seen that the
turbulence-induced scattering dominates to angles as
large as 0.1° for x 5 1024 °C2ys. We suggest that
this is true regardless of particle concentrations be-
cause the magnitude of our particulate VSF is much
lower. Because the VSF for turbulence scattering is
very steep at small angles, it nearly guarantees that
it will overcome particulate scattering at those very
small angles even for much higher particle concen-
trations. Thus the dominant effect of the oceanic
turbulence at very small angles seems to be a fairly
universal fact.

The implications for underwater visibility applica-
tions are considerable as the scattering angle devia-
tion ~^a2&!1y2 is as large as O~0.001 rad! ~Table 1!,
implying that across a homogeneous turbulent layer
of 10 m the smallest detail that can be resolved has,
at best, dimensions of O~0.1 m!. One has to keep in
mind that those quantities are statistical averages,
and they will differ in a given realization such that
the mean of several realizations will be centered on
the calculated values. The turbulent time scale cor-
responding to realistic dissipation values can be as
short as O~0.1 s!, implying that within that time the
scattering angle fluctuates rapidly.

5. Laboratory Experiment

There have been previous attempts to measure the
effect of light-scattering interaction with a convective
turbulent flow.10,38 These researchers usually re-
corded the statistics of the outgoing irradiance
whereas the angular information of the scattered
light could be only indirectly inferred. To compare
our calculated VSF, we carried out a laboratory ex-
periment at the University of Southern California
Aerospace Fluid Dynamics laboratory where the
source of turbulence was water in a convective cell.
Turbulence for the experiment was generated by a
heated element on the bottom and a cooling element
on the top of the cell. The applied temperature gra-
dient corresponded to a Rayleigh number of O~108!,
thus ensuring that the flow was fully turbulent. We
used a 5-mW cw solid-state laser light ~l 5 640 nm in
vacuum! propagating through the cell. The path
length was 0.1 m across the middepth of the tank.
According to numerical simulations of such flows,39

this ensures that light was propagating through a
horizontally homogeneous, fully turbulent water vol-
ume. After traversing the turbulent volume, the
light was projected on an opaque screen placed ap-
proximately 8 m away from the tank. The light in-
tensity distribution was recorded on a tape by a
camera attached to the VCR. The experiment was
carried out for the estimated turbulence strengths of
x ' 0.1 and x ' 0.01 °C2ys with fairly constant e '
1026 m2ys3.

The recorded time series of spatial intensity distri-
bution allowed us to estimate the scattering angle
deviation ~^a2&!1y2 for various flows. The calculated
~scaled to a 0.25-m path length! values were compa-
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Fig. 9. ~a! Light intensity distribution af-
ter propagation through water with no IRI
and no beads. ~b! Intensity distribution of
scattered light by water with 10-mm beads.
~c! and ~d! Intensity distribution of scat-
tered light by water with beads and turbu-
lent IRI: two realizations a few seconds
apart.
rable with simulated values given in Table 1, i.e., for
x ' 0.1, ~^a2&!1y2 ' 1023 rad, and for x ' 0.01, ~^a2&!1y2

' 1024 rad.
To visualize the differences between near-forward

particulate and turbulent scattering, we performed
additional experiments using a quasi-monodisperse
assemblage of beads as particles ~polystyrene beads
of modal diameter 10 mm! and salt as a source of
refractive-index inhomogeneities. We obtained the
turbulent flow by rapidly stirring the water volume
containing beads and salinity IRI. To optimize the
visual effects we used unrealistically large concentra-
tions of beads and salinity.

The light from the laser propagated through the
cell with beads and IRI and was then projected on the
opaque screen. The light intensity distribution was
recorded with a camera system as in the previous
experiment. The initial ~no beads, no IRI! light dis-
tribution was also recorded. The results are shown
in Fig. 9~a!. The initial light distribution has a reg-
ularly shaped core of high-intensity light and weak-
intensity background. In Fig. 9~b!, representing
beads with no turbulence, the distribution of light
intensity scattered by beads was stationary in time,
and the intensity decreased gradually away from the
solid core of the primary beam. At some distance
this intensity began to decrease more rapidly. This
distance corresponds to the angle for which the rapid
roll-off of the VSF begins ~as confirmed by Mie calcu-
lations!.

After introducing IRI, the situation changes dras-
tically @Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!#. The solid core of the
primary beam is replaced by irregularly shaped
structures that change rapidly in time. This is con-
sistent with the relation between the VSF for partic-
ulates and turbulence as shown in Fig. 8. This also
illustrates that at small angles the VSF stops being
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an inherent optical property because it is flow depen-
dent. The light intensity distributions that is due to
particles and turbulence have unique and different
signatures, indicating that it might be possible to
separate the two phenomena.

6. Conclusions

We have investigated numerically and experimen-
tally the scattering of a light beam at small angles in
a turbulent flow. We have found that the scales
from the Batchelor k21 range contribute most to the
scattering process. We also compared the near-
forward scattering by typical oceanic particulate as-
semblages with turbulence-induced scattering and
found that turbulence dominates scattering for an-
gles up to 0.1° over path lengths of the order of cen-
timeters. Our results confirm that the frequently
observed in situ high values of the VSF at small
angles1 are related to scattering on turbulent inho-
mogeneities in seawater. Furthermore, the initially
homogeneous light becomes spatially inhomogeneous
and highly intermittent after propagating through
the turbulent region, giving rise to different signa-
tures than those of particles. This turbulence-
related intermittency will affect single realization
measurements by increasing the variance of a scat-
tering angle.
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